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By Robert Rimmer '39
"The novel is better able to present
human character than any other art
form." said Phyllis Bentley. speaking
in the Little Theatre, Monday evening
on "What the Reader Expects of the
Novelist." Carol Wade '37.president
of the Student Government, introduced the speaker and escorted her to
the Women's Union where the Spofford Club entertained her.
Miss Bentley stated that the novelist can give the reader the personal
appearance and action and speeches
of the character tolerably well, not so

Well Known Play On Post-Humous Fame By
Sidney Howard Is Eagerly
Awaited By Playgoers
MILLICENT THORPE, COACH FOR "BIRTHDAY
OF INFANTA", ALSO DIRECTS THIS PRODUCTION
By Seranush Jaffarian
"The Late Christopher Bean," a
comedy-satire by Sidney Howard, will
be presented by the 4-A Players to
morrow and Friday evenings at 8.00
o'clock in the Little Theatre under the
direction of Millicent Thorp '37 w.ti
Jean Lowry '37 as assistant director
and Professor Robinson as advisor.
Criticisms
When New York, London. Paris and
Berlin audiences put their mark of
approval on a play it is fair to assume
:hat the play is worthy of serious at
:ention. In the New York "World-Tel
igram" was printed. "—a brilliant
irst-night audience took it to heart
immediately.—alive with laughter
:hat is as fresh as it is unforced;"
ind from the Boston Transcript com s
"—ingenuity, theatre-sense, and animation topped by a quick, shrewd
sense of character-intelligent entertainment that it is the obligation of
the theatre to give"

"The novel is better able to present
human character ..."
well perhaps as the moving picture or
the legitimate stage but then these
mediums lack the power of expressing the past history of a character
which a novelist can "delineate in a
few paragraphs or in presenting the
characters' thoughts and feelings in
which, so far. nothing has surpassed
the fictitious prose narrative. The
novelist, too, has the power of commenting on the action of the characters which in former days was done
by "gentle reader, this or that happened" but is now accomplished
through the medium of the adjective
and adverbReader Can Know Situation
Before attempting to find what the
reader may expect of the novelist, it
is important to realize the novelist's
medium. These are scene and retrospective analysis. When scene becomes too prominent the reader can
know nothing of his characters and
when retrospection is overdone the
novel becomes tedious. Miss Bentley
cited Sir Walter Scott's "Waverly" as
an example of this latter case, and
"Vanity Fair" as an example of perfect mingling of action and retrospection. Though the novelist may not be
able to give us color and sound except through words, he has the great
asset of being able to give us great
landscapes and battles viewed in their
entirety, and then in a following sen
tence concentrate on one tiny scene
in tb.e whole. No other art medium
can do this as effectively. The novelist has the advantage of the time element, being able to give us an action,
trace its motives, its results in the
future, and any past action dependent
upon it. all in a few sentences while
the action" is going on. The reader
therefore has the singular advantage
in the prose narrative of being able
to know the entire situation.
"Can Present Anything In Life"
"The novelist can present anything
in life," said Miss Bentley. When the
reader realizes this, he may expect
from the novelist a full, true, beautiful picture of life which should stimulate him to the awareness of life
around him. This gift of truth is important because by it the novelist lifts
the veil of the familiar in life so that

Middle Class Family
The play is centered on the middle
class Haggett family of New England who are suddenly thrown into a
turmoil when they discover that
Christopher Bean, an eccentric paint
er, who lived with the family before
his death, has suddenly become famous- It was a mild surprise to Doctor Haggett and his family when an
old friend of Bean's dropped in and
paid Bean's old bill, and only took
away a couple of pictures as mementoes. It was a bigger surprise when
another old friend of Bean's turned
up on a similar errand, and the biggest of all when a great New York
art critic arrived to pay his respects
to the memory of the dead artist. It
was overwhelming when they learned
that Christopher's daubs were worth
a fortune—and how tbey scurried to

Morey Shows Films
New Constitution
For All Classes At 1936 Gridiron
Is Now Official Officials Banquet
Major Revisions Concern The Action Shots Of Bates Practice;
Important Games Are
Method Of Election Of
Included
Officers

A new constitution for all classes
was drawn up by a committee, headed
by William Metz '37, who was assisted by Kathryn Thomas '37, Charles
Harms '38. Grace Jack '38." Fred
Clough '39, and Dorothy Harms '39.
The changes, adopted by the three
upper classes, center about the nomi
nation of class officers. In the past
nominations from the floor have been
impractical, resulting either in too
great a quantity of candidates or too
little quality. Another metHod formerly used, that of having the class
president appoint a nominating committee, was open to the charge of unjust discrimination in the choice of
committee members. Still another
variation has been tried and cast
aside, that of having the nominating
committee chosen from the floor. On y
too often this culminated in people
being put on the nominating comm ttee who should have been running for
office.
Freshman Elections Soon
As outlined in Section 1 of Article
5 below, the class acts as a nominating committee, each student choosing
three candidates for each office. Then
a second meeting is held to cut the
three nominees down to two. The
final vote is held in the genera! college elections in March.
The Freshman class elections will
be held within a week or two, and it
is hoped by the Student Council that
[Continued on P»*e Two)
the Freshmen will follow the new procedure. The only change that would
have to be made in their case is that
the final vote could be taken on three
candidates, instead of having an additional meeting to cut down the candidates to the customary two.
Cupid lost no time in striking down
The new constitution, accepted by
the members of the class of '36 as the administration, clarifies the wordthey left the safe portals of dear old ing in some instances, and added SecBates, and as a result many of them tion 4. Article 5, for the purpose of
are embarked on that well known sail settling the long-uncertain question as
over the sea of matrimony.
to the time when, officers in the upper
Verdelle Clark '36 and Daisy Mc- classes and also in the Freshman class
Pherson N'37 were married at Wash- shall assume their duties.
bum. Verdelle has a teaching and
The complete constitution follows:
coaching position at Aroostook CenCONSTITUTION
OF THE CLASS
tral Institute, Mars Hill.
OF
BATES COLLEGE
Mary H- Ham '36 is the bride of
Frederick J. Wood. Their present adPreamble
dress is 125 Park Drive. Suite 7, BosWe, the Class of
Bates Colton. Mass.
lege, Lewiston. Maine, in order to seNorman T- Payne N'37 married cure a permanent and unified class
Janet MacCrae Douglas of Bamng- organization do hereby establish this
ton, R. I. Their present address i» constitution.
Clark Road, Barrington.
[Continued on Page four]

Arrows From Eros Hit
Bates Grads Happily

find them. There was one in the
chicken coop and the daughter of the
house had painted some flowers on the
back of another, and Abby, a servant
girl, had a portrait of herself in her
room.
A mad scramble ensues with Abby
in the thick of it. And always in the
scramble, the effect on the characte.s
of those involved is uppermost, always there is the flurry and distress
of minds under the turmoil of action;
always through it is the lovable simplicity of Abby, to whom Christopher
was an unmercenary memory of distant happiness.
Sub Plot
As the play progresses there is a
sub-plot developed which has to do
with the elopement of Warren Creamer and one of the daughters of Dr.
Haggett. Much humor comes out in
the contest between Dr. Haggett.
egged on by his nagging wife, and
the art collectors swarming the house.
The cast of "The Late Christopher
Bean." including many members of
4-A and Heelers who have alreadyproved their ability on the stage of
Little Theatre, consists of:
Dr. Haggett .. Jonathan Bartlett '38
Mrs. Haggett .. Charlotte Corning '38
Susan Haggett .. Marion Welsch '38
Ada Haggett .. Margaret Melcher '37
Warren Creamer, Irving Friedman '39
Abby
Virginia Harriman '38
Tallant
Robert Crocker '38
Davenport .... Everett Kennedy '37
Rosen
Earl Dias '37
The production staff includes Stage
Manager, Clark Noyes '37; Assistant.
Lewis Mills '39; Costume Mistress.
Seranush Jaffarian '37; Assistant.
Mary McKinnev '38; Business Manager, Robert MacBride '39; Properties. Trenor Goodell '39; Assistant,
Roberta Smith '39. Music will be furnished by Winston Keck '38 and Edward Howard '38.

Coach David Morey played an important part in the Maine Football
Officials' annual banquet held in the
DeWitt hotel Monday evening. The
feature of the evening was a series of
movie shots shown for the first time
this year. One reel consisted of a
number of plays which may confuse
officials as far as the calling of them
is concerned- Although no decision
was made it did give the officials a
chance to see how they would call
them.
The most interesting reel that
Coach Morey showed was one that
showed a typical day's work at Bates.
Various shots were shown of warming up exercises, signal and passing
drills, development of new plays, and
a few scenes of practice in the cage.
Through the means of this movie
many of the Bates football playe.s
were introduced to the audience. The
last reel concerned shots taken at
games played against Harvard, N. Y.
U.i Dartmouth. Yale, and the other
Maine colleges.
Besides the showing of the movies
Coach Dave made the suggestion that
the officials always work as a team
and as a result will put on a better
game. This suggestion was heart..y
approved of by the officials and highly
commended by President McDonough.
Anton Kishon, sensational tackle of
this fall's team, accompanied Coach
Morey.

Freshmen, Juniors
Tie In Track Meet
The freshmen, whose track ability
was something of a question mark as
the annual Christmas relays began
Monday afternoon, placed in all three
events to tie the juniors with a total
of thirteen points at the end of the
first day of competition.
The favored seniors, minus Tony
Kishon, tallied four points, while the
sophomores had three.
The juniors' score came mainly
through the dash efforts of Keck and
Luukko and the four-lap relay victory
while Russell's first in the shot put,
added to the freshmen's second place
in the relay, evened things up.
■•The summary:
40 yard dash—First. Keck '38- second, Luukko '38; third. Buss.ey '40:
fourth. Lythcock '39; time, 4.6."
Shot put—First. Russell '40; second,

Speakers' Bureau
Prospectus

—Chesterton.

PRICE, 10 CENTS
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Bates Students'
Phyllis Bentley "The Late Christopher
Boosts Novels' Bean" To Be Presented Speaking List
Is Announced
Characterizing
Thursday And Friday Fifteen Are Listed In 1937
Noted Author Gives Very
Interesting Talk On The
Work Of Writing

"People generally quarrel because they cannot argue."

1900 Mile Debating Trip
To Ohio And Pennsylvania
Planned For Bates Women

The repertoire of the 1936-37 Bates
College Student Speakers Bureau, now
in its second year of existence, was officially announced to the public several weeks ago with the publishing of
a small prospectus of speeches and
debates offered by the individual
members. Copies of the prospectus
have been mailed to interested organ- I
izations in nearby communities.
The cover design of the little I
pamphlet consists of a photo pictur-1
ing Ernest Robinson '37, varsity de-,
bater and active participant in fhe Bureau, speaking before a group, and.
under the photo, the caption, "Can
Our Program Help Your Program?"
With this question as a base the inner two pages are entitled "Our Program" and "Your Program". Under
the former title the purpose of the organization is set forth concisely as bsing to give those students who have
had unusual experiences and opportunities to acquaint themselves with current problems, people, places, or
events, a chance to train themselves
in the art of speaking by choosing a
topic of interest to them, developing
it. and, finally, presenting it to an actual audience. At the same time a
real service is performed for many
groups in nearby Maine communities.
Last year sixteen speakers filled forty- [
six engagements before granges, service clubs, school and church groups,
and other audiences in such a successful manner that many return engagements were requested.
Several Discussion Topics
Under the latter title are grouped
the offerings of the Bureau. "Two
topics for debates or discussions are
given as follows: "Should Congress
be given the power to fix minimum
wages and maximum hours in industry?" and "Should all electric utilities be governmental^ owned and operated?" At present Everett Kennedy
'37 is in charge of the preparation of
the first topic with Eugene Foster '39
taking the affirmative of the question
and Leighton Dinul*. :{9 the negative.
^sV - «
The remainder of the selections are
speeches which are as varied and interesting looking as people's faces in
downtown New York: My School Days
in France, Touchdown. Let's Look at
the Records, Teaching with Movies,
What Do You Know About Meats?.
Our National Parks. Edward Arlington Robinson, How to Pay Your Doctor's Bills, What the Negro Thinks.
"G"-Men, A Good Scout. Alcohol, The
Real Story of Paul Revere. Coins,
Passing Customs in Eleven Countries,
The Psychology of Dress.
The final page is occupied with an
explanation of the necessary arrangements in the securing of a speaker for
any program. Any organization or
person interested in the Bureau should
address all letters to Donald Welch,
Secretary of the Bureau. Chase Hall.
Already Ernest Robinson has
spoken before the Lisbon Falls
Grange, while requests have come
from the Hebron Y.M.C.A. and the
South Paris Literary Club for Barney
Marcus '37 and Denham Sutcliffe '37
whose topics are "Touchdown" and
"Edward Arlington Robinson".
Prof. Quimby Adviser
Other members of the Bureau are:
Anne-Marie Diebold. foreign exchange
student, Anton Kishon '37, John Garrity '37, John Lockhead '37, Carl Maz
zarella '38, George Windsor '38, How
ard Becker '38, Lawrence Floyd '37,
Charles Harms '38. Helen Cary '39,
Christian Madison '39, and Willis
Gould '40.
Professor Brooks Quimby. debating
coach and one of the professors in the
Department of Public Speaking has
aided much in the organization of thg
Bureau and acts as its advisor. Those
interested in becoming a member
should consult him.
In consideration of the fact that the
Bureau is equivalent to a club of
those interested in Public Speaking,
.ts group picture will appear in the
1937 edition of the Mirror.

Bates Representatives
To Attend Conference
With all the leading New England
colleges. Bates is to be represented at
a conference of the International Relations Club held at Clark University
in Worcester on December 11 and 12.
This conference is sponsored by the
Carnegie Foundation, and in sending
delegates we are once again proving
our interest in this great movement o/
friendly relationships tfrroughout the
world. Bates sends as its representa
tives Howard Becker '38, Robert Chal
mers '38. Anne Marie Diebold "37,
Pauline Turner '38. and Robert York
'37Connell '37; third, Kilgore '40; fourth,
Hibbard '40; distance. 40 ft.
Relay—Won by Juniors (four laps)
Keck. Howard. King, Luukko; second,
Freshmen. Bussey, Pomeroy, Crooker,
Dick; third, sophomores. Time, 74"S.
The Juniors ran the first lap within
one second of the four-y»ar-olo! collegs record.

To Debate At Seven Colleges

Durkee, Jack,
McKusick Go
On January 4.
Debate Subjects Are Utilities,
Economic Internationalism
And Industry

(Staff Photo)
Grace Jack '38, Margaret McKusick '37, and Harriett Durkee '37. who
leave January 4 on the most comprehensive trip in women's debating
history at Bates.

All-Time Bates Freshmen Play
Eleven Chosen Lewiston High
In "Alumnus" Friday Night
Team Chosen Last Year And Intercollegiate Basketball
Reinstated With First
Thus Fails To Include
Scheduled Contest
Barney Marcus
The All-time All-Bates football
team, that mythical assemblage of
Garnet stars of the past, has been announced by the "Bates Alumnus.''
which has followed along the choice of
the anonymous "Old Timer," whose
All-Bates team appeared in the Lewiston Evening Journal a year ago.
Marcus Deserves Place
Barney Marcus '37. one of the most
dependable and outstanding backs
Bates has ever seen, deserves a place
on the All-time aggregation because
of his "spirit and individual brilliance," to quote Coach Morey. However, the fact that the following selections were made before this past season offers the only reason for the exclusion of Marcus.
Ralph Hunt '08, now head of Hebron Academy; Oliver Cutts '96, present professor of Hygiene, and an Alltime, All-America choice; and Leverett Cutten '04. whose style of play
was remarkably like the aggressively
roving Ben Tichnor of Harvard, stand
forth as the cream of Bates linesmen
Backfield Selections
In the backfield, Capt. Royce Purinton '00. an outstanding punthandler, and Nate "Punter" Pulsifer
'99. form the nucleus of the imaginary backfield which would be complete when combined with players like
Barney Marcus '37. Frank Halliday
•01. Ralph Kendall '06. or Charley
Paige '35.
The entire All Bates team, as presented in the latest "Alumnus." is as
follows:
[Continued on T*gt Two]

The Bates Freshman Basketball
Team will play Lewiston High School
Friday night at the Lewiston Armory.
This game will reinstate intercollegiate basketball into Bates after an absence of several years.
Basketball will succeed hockey,
which was previously the major winter sport. This year's freshman team
is privileged with the honor of renewing the competition but in the future
the team will be open to members of
all the classes. However, this freshman team will form the nucleus of
next year's varsity squad. Coach
Spinks has had several sophomores
and juniors working out with the
squad with an eye towards next year's
team.
The first game had been scheduled
to be played at home against Kent's
Hill School. However, it was believed
that this game and one the succeeding week with Edward Little High,
would serve to develop the squad and
give a good idea of the team's personnel.
Small Squad
The freshman squad is surprisingly
small; much smaller than squads in
the past. Coach Spinks said this was
quite inexplainable, as heretotore, in
intra-mural basketball.candidates were
plentiful, and now, in intercollegiate
competition with the opportunity of
gaining numerals, only a few have
reported. He also suggested the possibility that there are yet some good
men who have not reported, probably
because they have been overawed by
intercollegiate competition.
[Continued on Pag* Two]

Lambda Alpha Society To Hold
Tea Dance Friday Afternoon
"I Can't Believe it's True". Friday, December 11, is-Tea Dance.
"Thanks" to the Lambda Alpha
Society. "Don't Stop Me if You've
Heard it Before", "Give me a Moment. Please" while I tell you
about it- "Did I remember" to
tell you Chase Hall will be "The
Winter Wonderland", from 3.45
to 6.15.
The orchestra will be "No Other
One" but Our Bates Bobcats who
will "Sing You a Thousand Love
Songs". "The Waltz You Saved
for Me" will be the third dance
which is the favor dance. Here's
"Something to Remember", save
it for your next partner. "Tea for
Two" will be during the fourth.

fifth, sixth and seventh dances.
Dean Hazel Clark will pour
while Professor Blanche Gilbert
will assist her. May I remind you
there will be ten numbers, so
"Let's Face the Music and
Dance". There'll be "NO Re
grets", "When You Take Your
Sugar to Tea".
The guests will be President
and Mrs. Gray, Mr. and Mrs.
Rowe, Professor and Mrs. Gould.
Professor and Mrs. Kendall, Miss
Mabel Eaton, and Dr. Wright.
The committee consists of Margretta Butler '37, Augusta Ginther '37, Frances Jacubouis. '38.
Ruth Allen '39 and Roberta Greaton '40.

By Courtney Burnap
Complete plans for a 1900-mUe debating trip to colleges in Ohio and
Pennsylvania for the Bates women's
varsity team were announced today by
Prof. Brooks Quimby, debating coach
md associate professor in the department of argumentation.
The trip, which begins on January
4, includes debates with Penn State.
University of Pittsburgh. Ohio StateOhio Wesleyan, Wooster College.
Western Reserve University, and AlVgheny.
Bates will be represented by Grace
Jack '38. Margaret McKusick '37, and
Harriet Durkee '37. All are members
of Delta Sigma Rho. nationa' forensic
honor society.
Miss Jack, who is majoring in h'story and government, is vi"e-prosident
of her class and of the Women's Si indent Government Association. She is
also a member of the Politics Club
and of the Junior Body of the Bates
College Outing Club.
Miss McKusick has been on the
varsity debating squad for three
years, has served as secretary of her
class, and as a member of the Y. W.
C- A. Cabinet. A sociology major, she
is also a member of the Politics Club.
Miss Durkee, student assistant in
the department of argumentation for
two years, is also in her third season
of varsity debating. She is a soloist
in the college choir and choral society
and is a member of the Heelers' dramatic group and the MacFavlane
Musical Club. Vice-president of the
Politics Club, Miss Durkee is majoring in history and government.
Prepared on Three Topics
Three topics have been chosen for
the trip. Bates, by a majority preference of colleges selecting the subject for discussion, will support the
affirmative of the question: "Resolved,- that Congress should be empowered to fix minimum wages and
maximum hours for industry," in two
of the debates. In four others, the
Bates women will take the negative
of: "Resolved, that the United States
should pursue a policy of Economic
Internationalism. The third question
is that of Governmental operation of
electric utilities, one of the official
topics this year of the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating League and the
national high school subject this year.
All the debates are non-decision affairs.
Although this is the first time that
any Bates team has visited Ohio, debating trips are no novelty for students from the college. Bates men
have been around the world once, have
been to England three times, went on
an extensive tour of Canada in 1934.
and to Florida in 1935.
Cleveland Alumni Entertain
The schedule for the present trip
is as follows: Penn State, January 5;
University of Pittsburgh, January 6;
Ohio State, January 7; Ohio Wesleyan,
January 8; Wooster College, January
9; Western Reserve, January 10; and
Allegheny, January 12.
Over the week end the debaters will
be entertained by the Cleveland Alumni of Bates, whose president is Clarence Hatch '17.

Women's Recreation
Room Opened Friday
The newly equipped recreation
rooms in the basement of the Women's Union were officially opened on
last Friday evening. Members of the
Women's Athletic Association board
with Professor Walmsley and Miss
Fahrenholz were hostesses of the
"house warming" which gave the women their first opportunity to inspect
this newly completed unit of the Women's Union.
Attractively furnished game and
club rooms and a third room equipped
with facilities for ping-pong and
horseshoes promise to be popular as
places of relaxation and enjoyment
The girls may play cards, checkers,
beano, parchesi. and other games supplied by the Women's Athletic Association and make use of the rooms
for parties and committee meetings.
The completion of the game fboms
is an addition to the Women's Union
which will contribute further to its
effectiveness as an ideal recreation
and club house for Bates women.
The opening, sponsored by the Women's Athletic Association, was under the direction of Eleanor Smart
*9.
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further, the beginning of graduate school seem to be the places
where the house becomes sufficiently completed for occupancy.
One criterion might be the student's newspaper reading habits.
Starting at home, under parental influence in most cases, they are
dependent on environment. Perhaps the youngster reads: first the
comics, then the sport page, and, as he grows older, the front page.
If college changes his habit order to: front page, editorial, financial, current commentary, and sport or some similar arrangement,
it is without doubt aiding the transition to a broader outlook which
Mr. Sen calls world affairs.
As such a criterion points out a transition, the specialization
in subdivisions of current events (economics, sociology, religion,
and the sciences) begins to develop into a unity in which all the
ends (or most of them) will be tied together into a basic knowledge
or the activities of the present-day world as a whole.
For the sake of argument, however, suppose that college students SHOULD be expected to have a knowledge of current affairs,
and, further, that they are more interested in having fun.
Perhaps there is a just or at least justifiable motive behind
this fun-seeking. What is it? To the writer, it seems to be a developing of the personality of the individual college student. Most of
this so-called "fun" involves groups, association with fellow students and other people.
Many, both in and out of college, have as their motto: "Be an
individual in the crowd." As the symbol of the change in American
education from the book-learning of the past centuries to the individual initiative and thoughtfulness of the present, it is a good
one.

9,1936.

Editors' Notes

Campus Camera

By Lea

(Staff Contributions)
CALENDAR
Thursday, December 10
"The Late Christopher Bean" to be
presented in the Little Theatre at
8.00 p. m.
Friday, December 11
Lambda Alpha tea dance at 315 in
Chase Hall.
"The Late Christopher Bean", Little Theatre at 8.00 p. mSunday. December 13
Christmas Vesper Service in Chap.'l
at 4.30 P- m.
•
•
•
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The question now comes: Do we American college students
Mother Nature took over the
life
is
keeping our agreements; a
fcQ
nflM**-F*-*** NAIIONAU ADVERTISING BV
Written Notice of change of address give undue emphasis to cultivating association with others and to
lie is one of the intimate partners
Outing Club's rink constructing
National Advertising Service, Inc.
the hands of the Business should be in
of every other sort of crime.''—Dr.
duties yesterday with the result
College PublUhtn ROrntnUttv
Manager one week before the Issue in developing personalities as compared with the stress placed on an
Britan.
420 MADISON AVE.
NBW YORK. N.Y.
that some twenty-five or thirty
which the change is to occur.
intelligent
interest
in
world
affairs
?
American
civilization
demands
CHICAOO
BOSTON
«AH FRANCISCO
"In our world today, we
students substituted skating for
tOS ANOELSS
•
PONTLANO
••ATTLS
tm emphasis on the former phase of development. People go to col- Saturday:
find that one branch of knowledge
studying
yesterday afternoon. Re
lege to prepare themselves for a place in the world, for jobs. Ability
has a very definite relationship with
Member of New England IntercoUeports had it that the first ice of
another
branch
of
knowledge
and
giate Newspaper Association. Published
Associated (Mediate Press to make social adjustments is of ever-increasing importance.
that each of our own little departthe season was just as hard on
Wednesday during the College Year by
Students of Bates College. Entered as
Distributor* of
ments is not sufficient unto itself
those who experienced first day
This
importance
and
its
recognition
by
education
is
revealed
second class matter at the Post Office,
but is of necessity dependent upon
spills as last year's ice was.
in a statement made by Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, President of
bewiston. Maine.
many others."—Dr. Woodcock.
The Outing Club will flood the
Columbia University, four years ago:
Tuesday: "It is sometimes a good
tennis courts for skating after
thing to see ourselves as others see
capacity to pass ... intellectual tests should
the Christmas recess.
us; three criticisms of our presentrank third in estimating the educational proday educational system arc expressMoni Sen, a post-graduate student from St. Stephens College
ed by a newspaper reader, a univergress of a student. Evidences of his charactersity president, and a college presiat Delhi, India, here last week under the auspices of the World Stubuilding should come first, and evidences of his
dent—that education is the mother
dent Christian Federation, observed that American college students
of many evils, that inability to read
good manners and respect and concern for others
,
Snow is on the ground now-and dirt
is an educational
shortcoming, and
seem, to him, to be more interested in having a good time and in
should come second; and, these lacking, no
that there is too much specializing is in our column—so we are told^. „s»
seeking thrills than in studying current affairs.
gather around all ye gMsnpe MM lena
respectively."—President Gray.
The Women,s student Government
amount of intellectual performance of any kind
yo' eyes...Sam has let 1U KICK tnis sponsored the first formai banquet of
should
win
him
advancement
or
graduation.
Mr. Sen's remarks, suggested as a condemnation, are based on
pile of dirt around long enun....rrom
Monday night in Fiske
now on the little man shall leadthem
>
ALUMNI
his personal observations made on some fifty college campuses in a
To us, then, Mr. Sen's sweeping observation—American stuThe engagement of Miss Harriett with the light of a candle ...Ma> be
Miss Phyllis Bentley, noted British
cross-country tour. They are, we are told, typical conclusions of vis- dents more interested in having a good time than in studying cur- Moses
Johnson '16 to Professor Barney won't be quite so gullible nex author, was introduced by Carol
time
he
gets
a
card
from
Biddefoni
iting graduate students from foreign countries.
rent world affairs borders on a distinction between intellectual tieorge E Ramsdell '03. head of the
Wade. President of Student Governmathematics department, was an . . .$5 is quite a bet to win But .Bar- ment. Miss Bentley spoke a few
Jf typical, they are worthy of the consideration of students in- achievement and a development of aptitude for social adjustment. nounced by Mrs. Ernest A. Johnson, ney found a new gal on College Street words
in acknowledgement of her in
Old Man Moss may be dead but his
American education recognizes changing times. American stu- mother of the. bride-to-be, at a tea in
volved in the accusation. Are these impressions just? If so, should
troduction.
son Oran who Chase(d) over to Millidents, as a result, have their interest in world affairs, but carry Springfield, Mass., December 5th.
The decorations in the dining hall
the practices they mention be deprecated?
around
Miss Johnson, whose home town is ken Sat. nite is still mooning Merrill
were carried out in a Cniistmas mo
along
with
it
development
of
the
individual
and
his
personality
as
The visitor's conclusions have been based on observation of
* reL'rSemto^Uinfhis threat tif. The tables were adorned with
lal6 and her A.M. degree from Colum- to storm the girls' dorms now that bright red berries, and the frostel
classes and of students. Perhaps he visited, for the most part, .n indispensable part of the educational program.
bia in 1920 Since 1922, she has been co-ed rules are off.. .The other Eddie menu cards were decorated with
classes concerned with fundamental background work; perhaps, in
teaching in Springfield, Mass.
is sorry about the first Eddie, but you sprigs of holly.
In behalf 01 the student body, the STUDENT expresses symProfessor Ramsdell received his. know what Pulsifer means.. .Flash!
his cross-country tour, he talked with a limited section of the stuThe invocation was given by Presi
A.B- degree from Bates in 1903, and i 0ne of our snoopers went on a Snip? dent Gray.
dent bodies; possibly his selection of only two classifications—world pathy to Mr. Paul Whitbeck on his recent bereavement.
his A.M. from Harvard in 1907. Since Hunt Friday nite and tells us that
The guests of honor of the evening
affairs and fun-seeking—gives an unwarranted front-rank position
1907 he has been an instructor in the one of the (in)famous giri yearlings were
Miss Phyllis Bentley, President
Dates Mathematics Department of gave the boys the slip.. .Names make
to current affairs students.
and Mrs. Gray, and Miss Hazel Clark
which he is the present headnews so here they are: the other girls
The music was furnished by Ruth
were Kendall, Harms, and Eve. Jones
To draw conclusions about a typical American college student,
Bowditch and Ruth Robinson.
..The
boys
who
were
left
holda visitor would have to meet many, many people; for even in AmerThe committee in charge of the
CLUBS
ing the proverbial bag were Alexanbanquet
were Jean Walker '37, chair
ica college students are not all the same. Every college has its The annual Faculty Round Table
der,
King,
and
Giovanazzi...
Varsity
Moni Sen an Indian student repre- Ramsdell Scientific
Club initiates supplied the campus man. Millicent Thorp '37, Electa Cor
party will take place at sentative of India, Burma, and Ceylon,
types.
. Christmas
The wives of Bates faculty science with plenty of humor and odor this son '37, Ruth Montgomery '38 and
Chase Hall, December 16, at 8.00 p. m. who came uiiuer the auspices of the
There is the "intellectual", the scholar athlete, the social Designed to enable the faculty and World Student Christian Federation, professors were entertained on Sun- week.. .Ben Carlin certainly demon- Marion Welsch '38.
December 6. at 5.30 o'clock at a strated his ability to take it but DinsAfter the banquet the women went
lion", the unintellectual athlete, the "beautiful-but-dumb" coed, members of their families to experi- spoke on his impressions of America day,
ence the Christmas spirit together, last Wednesday night at Littbey tea at the Women's Union held by more was a bit too hasty in cooking to the chapel to hear Miss Bentley
tne student over-involved in extra-curricular work; and, since some- this affair has been one of the best Forum.
members of Ramsdell Scientific So- his egg.. ."Assume the angle, sir!".. lecture on "What the Reader Expects
The Bickford-Bridgham affair seems of the Novelist."
one has to be at the bottom of the ladder, the matriculant who just attended and most enjoyable gatherMr. Sen based his discussion on his ciety.
Miss Mary Ramsdell poured and to have pfft.. .what with Bud squiring
ings
in
past
years
to
be
presented
by
experiences
in
American
colleges
from
isn't a student. Fortunately, the largest classification is that which the Round Table.
California to Maine. In general, he de- Ruth Robinson was in charge of ar- Cheney's Judy and Jannie Walkering All Time Bates Eleven
with one of the Briggs boys.. .A good
embraces students who combine something of the intellectual with Amid a setting enhanced by holiday plored the apathy of college students rangements.
Chosen In 'Alumnus'
minister should be able to find the
towards
national
and
international
afPolitics
Club
greens
and
lighted
candles,
Mrs.
something of the social and extra-curricular—what one might call
Lord anywhere, eh Dave ?... Toddy
fairs
in
their
desire
for
thrills.
Only
Zerby will conduct folk dancing for
Politics Club held a Christmas party and Carol seem to have captivated
[Continued from Page Onel
the "balanced-type" student.
the members. Mrs. Wilkins will act as a nationalism which would foster a last evening.
Frosh
Martin
and
Dick..
.Amy
Moore
First Team
accompanist at the piano. Surprises keen interest in national events would
seems to be having a Coffin spell...
Most of these types are found in American colleges in Eng- which
the committee refuses to di- lead in turn to a better and mow Local YWCA Group
Center:
Leverett
Cutten '04.
hopeful internationalism, he said. MrEleanor Smart '39, entertained a Joanie Wells seems to keep Miggie
land's Oxford and Cambridge, in India, in Alaska, in Canada, in vulge now await the members.
Guard: William Saunders '99
and
Fannie
well
supplied
with
toys.
Guard: Ralph Hunt '03.
The members of the Round Table Sen also gave a brief picture of his group of Polish girls from the YWCA Esquire always helps out, and any litlarge colleges, in small colleges.
Tackle: Oliver Cutts '96
who are on the program committee student life at St. Stephens College. of Lewiston and Auburn at a farewell tle thing from Stan is so nice...
Delhi, India, and described the un- party. Games were played and re- "Weezie" Hayden has had a rushing
Tackle: William Guiney '23.
are
Mrs.
Spinks,
chairman.
Mrs.
SawAnother or further type division would be based on primary
End: Dennett Richardson '00.
yer, Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Buschman. usual democracy of that institution. freshments were served by Ruth Butin the infirmary this week
interests. Athletics interest some (possibly American students and Miss Fahrenholz. The hosts of The teaching staff is under the leader- ler '39, Barbara Buker '39 and Bertha business
End: Harold Putnam '01.
...
vacation
hangovers
are
just
too
ship of the student body. Mr. Sen Feinman '39.
Quarter: Capt Royce Punnton '00.
more than others); politics interest some, international relations, the evening are Mr. and Mrs. Gould, will
much
for
some
of
us...
lone
is
a
good
soon leave America for the Latina Sodalitas
Fullback: Frank Halliday '01.
Mr. and Mrs. Costello, Mr. and Mrs.
girl—she takes Dick's books from the
British Quadrennial Conference.
books, science, religion, and reform movements all have their ad- Trafton, and Mr. Anthony.
Back: Nate Pulsifer '99.
library
for
him...But
where
was
Latina
Sodalitas
members
were
At a tea given in his honor by the
Back: Ralph Kendall '06.
herents within collegiate walls. Bates, Colby, Maine, Bowdoin, DartDick
?...
Say,
you
ought
to
see
Norm
guests
of
Professor
Knapp
at
his
Christian Outreach Commission at the
Kemps' Venus. ..Prof. Pomeny askSecond Team
mouth, Harvard, New Hampshire, and all the rest have their paci- Freshmen Play Lewiston
Women's Union, December 2. he fur- home last evening when his birthday ed him where he got all his ideas on
was
celebrated.
Center:
Winfield
Brown '95.
fists their politicians, their conservatives, their liberals, their proHigh Friday Night ther expressed his ideas on American
anatomy.. .Bunnv and Bob gave up
Guard: Ben White '32.
students.
Lambda Alpha
smoking...Now we see that its offihibitionists, their anti-prohibitionists, and probably their sympaGuard: Ralph Long '32.
iAt the Lambda Alpha Christmas cial with Howie and Rand Hall Kitty
[Continual from Fas* On*]
Tackle: George Schumaker '08.
Phyllis
Bentley
Boosts
party on Friday, December 4, Miss ... Leastwise he took her to church
thetic socialists and fascists.
Tackle: William Stone *35Candidates
Novelists' Characterizing Eaton was the recipient of a brown, on Sunday.. .Seen around campus:
End: Bob Messenger '08.
Norm Tardiff, experienced at LewSuch interests are indicative of consideration of events outside
gold initialed pigskin pocketbook.
Bunny Welsch and Bill Spear skipEnd: George Mendall '35.
iston High and at Hebron Academy,
ping
down
the
walks—it's
spring
the text-book realm, even indicative of an occasional glance at is small but coming along in fine
Quarter: Carl Wiggin '21.
La Petite A cade mi
[Contlniud from rag* On*]
again with them...Why didn't Don
Fullback: Edward Connors SB.
world conditions. Just where should the emphasis Which Mr. Sen shape. Ed Bullock, teammate of Tar- we can see it objectively and unpreju- The annual French Christmas Carol Bridges keep his date with Holly afBack: Charles Paige '35.
diff at Hebron, is a very tall center dicedly. The reader has the right to Sing will be held at the open meeting ter the Varsity initiation. .There
expects on world affairs set in?
Back: Charles Ray '27.
and is the only certain fixture of the expect the novelist's words be intense- of La Petite Academie, Tuesday, Dec ought to be a law on the influence of
team
as
yet.
Howie
Kenney
is
comly
expressive,
but
this
gift
of
the
beau15
at
7
o'clock,
in
the
Little
Theatre.
garlic... With the installation of a
That a rather complete education is necessary before one is ing along fast and before the end of
A short pageant in French, prepared
tiful should not be carried to the point
Bureau at Bates, bigger and betPRACTICAL
capable of intelligent observation of current events seems obvious. the season should be playing some where the reader expects beautiful by Prof. Bertocci, will be presented. Date
ter dates may be had...And nwH
How could one know the importance of the present Buenos Aires Kood basketball. Roger Whitmore. background in the novel, for the nov- Members of the cast are Edward Har- be easier for us dirt diggers to get
GIFTS for MEN
Edward Little High School, has elist has a right to present the sordid. vey '37. Granville Oakes '37, Hoosag our shovel full with all those cards
i onference without some knowledge of the historical, economic, and from
been somewhat hindered by an in- The reader may expect the gift of Kadjperooni '39, and Richard DuWors at Cheney and West Parker: ten cents You are sure to please in selecting
sociological significance and development of the countries involved? jured knee but is progressing nicely humor which wears off the rough '39. It includes a chorus in charge of a date—what could be cheaper ?.. . at Juddy's, where college men do
Stover, from Bath, is being edges of the pretensive and grotesque Dorothy Kenney '38.
There's loads of dirt on this campus
How could one know the value of the invention of some new cancer Frank
their own shopping.
worked into a forward position.
in life. Finally the reader may exand off, but due to the snow and ice
oreventative unless he had some idea of how widespread cancer Most of the time heretofore has pect form in his novel and expect it Phil-Hellenic
we
have
had
to
get
out
our
picks
and
Ties
55c to $1-50
The members of Phil-Hellenic en■had been, how many lives it had taken, how many unsuccessful at- been spent on fundamentals such as to be good.
shovels in order to strike bottom this
Shirts
$1.50 to $2-50
joyed
a
particularly
delightful
meetpassing, pivoting, and
Miss Bentlev concluded her lecture
week... But the next column will be
Mufflers
$1.00 to $2.50
tempts had been made to discover a cure? How could one appre- dribbling,
shooting. There has not been much by showing what distinguishes a medi- ing at the home of Professor and Mrs. longer and louder, because we are getSwank Jewelry
50c up
Chase
on
Tuesday,
Dec.
1.
Mrs.
Chase
ciate the necessity for student participation in India's national team work and the team will probably ocre novelist from a great novelist.
a crew of WPA workers to help Tripletoe Hosiery
$100 box
gave a very interesting talk on her ting
not
show
its
true
calibre
in
this
game.
The
latter
selects
his
material
well
and
us
make
the
dirt
fly...
So
you
who
affairs unless he knew the Indian heritage and conditions and how The remainder of the candidates for portrays life undistortedly. he does not travels in Greece last summer. The
Bath Robes
^'"P,™
did not make this Keyhole Kolumn Hickok Belts & Suspenders $1.00
the squad are as follows: Sutherland. over accentuate the base, he must whole group entered into informal this week need not sigh with relief, Pioneer Snap Suspenders . ■ $1»"
different they are from those of America?
Tapper, Pellicani, Taft. Plaisted,
great ideas about good and evil games. Delicious turkey salad, hot bis- for we shall be out to haunt you in Ski Caps, garbardine
HM
People with the necessary qualifications for an intelligent in- Holehouse. Raymond, Cool, Bickford, have
so that his creation becomes an ele- cuits, cocoa and crackers were served. short time.. .News while it is news:
The
meeting
cfosed
with
the
singing
Special
Prices
on
Suits
&
O'coats
terest in all phases of world events certainly aren't to be found in Jewett, Shepherd, Pomeroy, and vating and ennobling experience
fifty detectives were out lookof the Greek national anthem and Over
ing for Junior Pepys, age one, witn
GUS CLOUGH, Agent
grammar school or even in most high schools where the found- Wheeler.
some
of
the
Bates
songs.
Feb. 5—Presque Isle, away
The schedule:
an IQ of 100—the latest reports are
ttfonsTr the house of knowledge and completed education are Dec. 11—Lewiston High
Feb. 6—Ricker Institute, away
BATES STUDENT
that he has been found and may be
laid One might expect a rather general incipient interest in some Dec. 16—Edward Little High away Feb. 12—M. C. L. away
There will be a meeting of the with us next week... Beware Frosh!
Feb. 13—Maine Freshmen, away
Jan. 8—Kent's Hill School, here
6 Lisbon St. .... Corner Main St.
Yours hauntingly,
STUDENT staff in Room 1, Hathorn
high schools, and in most colleges, where perhaps the first and sec- Jan. 13 or 20—M. C. I., here
Mar. 6—Kent's Hill, away
Hall, Thursday, Dec. 10. at one o'clock.
SAM and TIL.
Feb. 26—Maine Freshmen, here
Feb. 4—Houlton High, away

Mother Nature Helps
Bates Outing Club

SflSl ; : : : :

Pep^ys
Through

The keyHole^

GDle6icteDi6e4

Two Sides To This Story

Phyllis Bentley
Banquet Guest

Moni Sen Describes
Christmas Party For
College Impressions
Faculty Round Table

JUDDY'S MEN'S SHOP

ond floors of the house are built. The end of college or, if one goes
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Six Bates Players Are Mentioned On Section "All" Teams

Bernard R. Marcus '37

James M. McCluskey '37

Charles E. Cooke. Jr., '38

Anton Kishon '37

Frederick J. Martin '37

Richard A. Preston '38

Athletes Not Only V. C.
Bates Team Shows Well Marcus, Preston, Kishon, Martin,
McCluskeyMake Mythical Elevens
Initiation Sufferers
In Season's Statistics
The Bates football team fared better in All-New England selections
this year tnan in the last three.
Coach Morey's pupils' names also appeared on the best of the AU-Maine
teams which were selected by the
sport editors and news commentators.
Captain Barney Marcus holds the
honor of being the only Garnet player
on any first string All New England
team. He was picked to fill the half
back position by Bill Cunningham.
Boston newspaperman and sport com
mentator on the Kellogg program. In
addition McCluskey. Kfshon and Martin received honorable mention.
Preston Outrates Mutt Ray
Eddie Casey, former Harvard player and coach, in picking his All-New
England had Marcus and Tony Kishon
as alternates on the second team. On
both the International News Service

and Associated Press All-New England teams Marcus was the half back
on the second team- Dick Preston,
flashy defensive center, was the recipient of honorable mention on both
selections. In the Worcester Post's
Al'-Holy Cross Opponent team Preston was picked on a par with the Boston College center with both getting
the nod over Mutt Ray of Dartmouth
who has been mentioned on most of
the All-New England and All-American teams.
In the All-Maine selections Bates
did very well considering the fact that
many of the writers seem to give the
leading two teams .n the State Series
the berths. Barney Marcus was on
every team that was selected. In the
Boston Transcript's selection which
was picked by the four coaches of the
state. Marcus and Preston received
the votes of Roundy, Brice, and
Walsh. None of the coaches picked

their own men. McCluskey was given
the right tickle beith wi*l Kishcn
receiving one vote for the same berth.
Charlie Cooke received the right end
position with the consent of two
coaches. Adam Walsh, former Notre
Dame center and captain and now
coach of Bowdoin, picked Capta n
F'red Martin for guard.

shampoo, but it's what comes afterBy Evelyn Kelser '37
wards that hurts.) In the shadowCould it have been the trees that dances. We wonder if the phantom
filled the breeze around campus last girl-friends were given more attenSaturday morning with such a rare tion than the co-eds usually get at
and fragrant perfume ? Oh! no (a thou- Chase Hall- They must have "done
sand times no) it was only the result very wrong" by our little "Max'" Eaof the dried fish and garlic consumed ton last year when he became a Varby the brave souls who endured Var- sif«- man. because he certainly consity club initiation.
ducted his part of this year's initiaTelegram Names Marcus Captain
Not only our athletic heroes suf- tion with revengeful enjoyment.
The Portland Sunday Telegram
picked Marcus for Captain at his half fered, but also those poor unfortu- "Max" was particularly partial to salt
back position. They gave mention to nates who sat next to them in chapel water. However, all things, go>d or
Preston, Cooke, Martin, and Mc- and in class. (The Croix de Guerre bad. must come to an end, so with the
Cluskey. Both the Lewiston Sun and to the co-eds who danced with Varsity last cold shower and smashed egg, the
ceremony ceased, and the "BeefJournal picked Marcus, Cooke and men at Chase Hall Saturday n.ght)
With Spartan-like courage, twenty- eaters" (more fishy than Beefy at this
Preston. The Colby Echo's selection
by Gerry Ryan had Marcus ana Pres- five of our ruggedest "Bai.e3 Beef- point), having been tried and proven
ton on the first team. "Marcus was eaters" endured the trial by water, worthy, proudly took their places
the only one to be picked by the 1 wood, and egg. Their only complaint among the sacred ranks of the "B"
Maine Campus sports staff which was that there were too many strings men.
Outside of the initiation, we must
favored their own men and those of attached to the initial". .;i—especially
not forget that great humanitarian
to the oysters.
the State Champions.
From Wednesday noon until Friday act by "Bill" Hamilton, noted SP.C.A.
night, track stars sprinted across cam- leader. who presented Professor
pus with numbers on their backs and Hovey with a petition requesting the
garlic around their necks (maybe it's removal of one "Don" Nims from class
good for a sore throat), baseball men on the charges of being "oppressive"
wound up, pitched snowballs, un- to the rest of the students in the
By Barney Marcus
wound, 'n rewound (they must have room. (Judge Hovey must have had a
felt
eight-day clocks), and grid- cold for he vetoed the request.)
men are working on fundamen- iron like
The list of those who saw service in
Bates has taken a forward step that so that every match will be before a i These
heroes
collected professors' sigtals most enthusiastically every day
battle includes: Peter Duncan '37. Ben
.s commendable in the announcement full house.
natures.
But as serious as they may be in their
that the freshman track team will
o-o-o-o
Friday nieht saw the culmination of Carlin '37, Wes Dinsmore '38. Austin
work, unless there is some incentive,
Briggs '38, Art Cummings '37, Ashhave dual meets with Colby and the
Chuck Taylor, a member of the such as a basketball game now and the tortures in the Alumni gym with mun Salley '37. Norm Dankner '37.
University of Maine freshmen this Original Celtics, why gave such a mas"Buck" Spinks as the calming (?) inthen,
the
work
is
due
to
slack.
And
Milton Nixon '39, Dana Wallace *39,
winter. Such a setup is a "natural" terful exhibition of basketball tech
for that reason we believe that it fluence- There, we hear that "Don"
"Chuck" Taylor, one of the fore- and should be carried out to all its -nique the other nig*', to a large audi- might be very advisable to try to ar Nims got a big kick out of the elec- Don Bridges '39. Fred Downing '39.
most authorities in the country on the possibilities. These meets which will ence, is quite a story teller. One that range games with the Bowdoin and tric chair, and that "Bob" York got Don Nims '37. Jim Reid '38. S. Ber'39, W- Johnson '39. Joe Cana
finer joints of basketball, visited the be conducted with the varsity meets struck us just right and also exempli Colby teams that are circulating an equally stimulating shock (or geron
Alumni Gymnasium last Thursday will give enterta nment during the af fies the football situation in the South about. These games, of course, would should we say SOCK) from the blind van '39, Gordon Williams '38. Wins
Keck '38, Eddie Howard '38, Bill
evening to give an illustrated talk to ternoon. will give the fans a lot moie concerned Louisiana State University, not be considered as varsity games, folded Downing. Maybe now "Foxy" ton
Luukko '38, Cotton Hutchinson '38,
for
their
money,
and
will
tend
to
pro"
Dinsmore
realizes
that
you
can't
fool
the Bates team. Taylor, who lives in
the school that was immortalized by but they would go a long way in givCourtney Burnap '38. Robert M alone
Indiana, completely won over both the mote a better interest in future track the former flambouyant Huey Long- ing a reward for those fellows who some of the people all of the time.
'39 and Eugene Connell '37.
(Hard-boiled
eggs
may
make
a
nice
meets.
Bates players and the good-sized
It seems that L.S.I', goes in for foot- are practicing zealously every day.
What is even more desirable in this ball in a big way. At the present time
crowd that was on hand by the adept
o-o-o-o
manner in which he demonstrated his line is the possibility of having fresh- they are completing a stadium that
The all-Maine team as picked by a
words of advice. Among the crowd man intercollegiate football -games. will accommodate 62,000 p?ople. Un- consensus
the selections of the four
that enjoyed the program were sev- Once upon a time it was believed that derneath the stadium are sleeping ac- coaches is of
nearer to our way of thinkthe
freshmen
should
not
engage
in
eral veteran coaches from this section
commodations for 1300 paople. Each
too much athletics so that more time person will have a separate room and ing of a true all-Maine team. These
of the statecould be had in getting acclimated to shower bath. When asked whether or coaches certainly are in a better posithe college and to the books. But now not that was where the football play- tion to know who is good and who
Represented Manufacturers
isn't and they can more fully appreit is generally realized that the addiThe Department of Physical EducaAlthough Taylor was here in the of- tion of a few more freshmen games ers would live, Taylor said, "Heck no. ciate good work. Incidentally, and we
why
the
first
five
teams
at
L.SU.
live
Earl Zeigler met and conquered all tion is carrying on its annual examificial capacity of boosting the basket- will be better for the athlete and will
thrust out our chest with pride, their
at country clubs the whole year team differs from the STUDENT all- comers in his battle to the ping-pong nation of Junior men, this week- It
ball that his company manufactures, not interfere with his studying.
'round."
he devoted practically the entire eveMaine selection in only one position. throne of Chase Hall Union- Since is the Juniors' first examination since
Freshman football games would
o-o-o-o
ning to giving valuable advice to the have
They
picked Jack Frye for fullback bowling, pool and the ping-pong dou- their freshman year and is a very
many advantages. If played on
bles are still in the semi-finals, Z. g- good check up on just what college has
players and coaches.
whereas
we picked J. DobbinsThe
recent
announcement
to
the
efthe day previous to the varsity game
ler is the only winner that can be an- done for these men other than develIn
this
selection
Bates
men
were
fect
that
a
Bowdoin
independent
basTaylor had a lot to say about shoot- it would give grads a reason for comnounced. Ziggy defeated Gus Clough oping them mentally.
given
a
little
better
break
than
they
ing. He is in favor of the underhand ing back a day earlier and hence get ketball team has games arranged with
in the semi-finals and Howie Kenney
Correction of posture defects is be
type of shot that is used with such into the spirit of rallies and parades. the Bates Freshmen carries no weight have been accustomed to receiving. in the finals. The flash from J. B- coming one of the major projects unMerle
McCluskey.
Dick
Preston,
Charbut
the
announcement
does
have
a
good
success in the West, and was strong Enough interest would be aroused so
lie Cooke. and Barney Marcus were had some narrow squeaks, but his der this physical education plan, for
in his denial that it is easier to block as to make freshman athletics go a suggestion. There are certain mem- given
W. A .A. Rooms
positions and Fred Martin. slashing attack and ability to get back good posture has been found by modbers
of
the
upper
classes
whom
Coach
The W- A. A. rooms of the Women's than is the push shot which we use in long way towards supporting them- Spinks has designated as varsity tim- Ernie Robinson, and Tony Kishon everything sent at him pulled him ern doctors to be a prerequisite of
good health. The silheuette'-o-graphs
through.
_
...
Union are officially opened. The horse the East. Taylor claimed that in the selves and again would build up ber for the basketball team next year. were given serious consideration.
Matters are still complicated in the perform the function of discovering
shoes have been tossed back and push method, it is as necessary to enough interest in the varsity games
bowling competition. Graffam has posture defects admirably, and it has
forth. The ping-pong ball has bouncsd bring the ball down before shooting
will capably carry the weight events 10 in- in the high jump. He and Wil- succeeded in reaching the finals but been found that with a little friendly
off all four walls and the ceiling. as it is in the underhand shot. He
while Holmes should "bring home the son should add many points to the must wait until "Chick" Martin meets advice based on these photos, correcLuella Manter '39 and Helen Cary said he preferred the latter style bebacon" in the -pole vault. Charley freshman score.
the winner of the Raymond-Wellman tion can be easily accomplished.
cause
longer
shots
are
possible
and
':S9 initiated the checkers. Even the
Crooker,
captain and center of the
duel in order to find out who his oppomore
missed
shots
are
able
to
be
reThe examinations began Tuesday,
chess men came down with Kitty
The
schedule
is:
pigskin boys, hopes to continue the
nent will be in the finals.
December 8. at 7 P- rn., and will conThomas '37 trying to teach Peg An- covered.
same high calibre of running in the Dec. 7, 9, 11, 14, 16—Christmas Relays
Pool is in a similar state with Nate tinue on Wednesday evening—men
drews '37. The parchesi board was
Advises Fast Passing
600 and 1000 that he did at Maiden Jan. 9—Interclass Meet.
Bloom, conqueror of the "mighty from A to K being taken one night
used with four of Milliken House
High School last year. He will be
atom". Joe Simonetti. waiting to play and from K to W the next.
Taylor went on to warn against
shaking the dice. Now everything is
The class of '40 brings to Bates one pushed by Sheppard, however, as this Jan. 16—Pending
the winner of the "Morin-Braddicks tilt
started, it is likely that the path to "telegraphing" passes, excessive dribrunner has shown unusual progress.
in order to see who will meet Dankthe back door and these rooms will be- bling, hurrying shots and passes, and of the strongest track teams ever ga- Charley Graichen and Al Rollins, cap- Jan. 23—South Portland.
"Gifts from every land"
ner in the finals.
come as well worn as that to the front being unrelaxed. In regard to ad- thered here. If past performances and tain of the undefeated harriers, plan Feb. 12—Pending
The ping-pong doubles situation is
vice to coaches, he stressed the neces- the brief workouts had to date are of to uphold "the honor of the freshman
door.
much simpler. The finals between
Visit
sity of having a fast passing team any help in determining the future, class in much the same way as they Feb. 22—Colby Freshmen
the teams of Whiston & Farnum and
From the Files
and advised the coaches to use the the frosh squad certainly will gladden did during the cross country season.
March 6—Maine Freshmen.
The Small Shop
Kenney & Wilson should be played
medicine ball on players to increase
Did you know that:
171 Lisbon Street
Tabor has already leaped over 5 ft- March 12—Sophomores
out this week. A hot contest is certhe heart of Coach Thompson- This
the
strength
of
the
wrists
and
fingers.
Bates had a croquet team in 1914?
tain between the two pairs who have Smart — Distinctive — Useful —
group
has
quality
rather
than
quanWhen the session was over the
Hockey and walking were prominent
successfully eliminated all opponents.
Colorful Bowls from Mexico. Talc
TYPEWRITERS
features of the "Girls' " Athletic As- coaches, players, and fans alike had tity.
Trays from England. Brasses and
STANDARDS and PORTABLES
nothing but praise for this expert who
sociation?
"Normie" Dick and Lvnn Bussey
Copper from China. Costume JewFor Sale and To Let
elry, Pottery, Sporty Stationery
We can show you a varied
The W- A. A. earned their own has played with some of the greatest will handle the dashes. Dick was an
(and a complete line of unusual
For Used Machines and Repairs
money by charging admission for pro teams in the country. There can outstanding end for the footballers
selection of
COMPANY
Xmas cards and wrappings).
See Sam Burston on Campus
their basketball games, ten cents, for be no doubt about it; those who this fall. At Belmont (Mass.) High
PRIZE CUPS. FOUNTAIN
PRINTERS - BOOKBmCERS
From Hollywood comes Hallie
the big games and five cents for the missed the performance missed a real School he ran the quarter mile in 51.2
JOHN G. WEST
95-99
Main
St.
Auburn,
Me.
seconds
which
is
splendid
time.
PENS, LADIES' SILK
Newton's hand made handkerchiefs
treat.
preliminaries ?
183 Mai
Su
Tel. 2326
*
which are the last word in swankHibbard, Parkins, Russell and Ladd
UMBRELLAS & LEATHER
Rallies were held before these
HAND
BAGS
games with girl cheerleaders?
Leather Bill Folds
The girls earned money so they
Fred L. Tower Companies
could contribute to the upkeep of the
Book Ends - Clocks
THE
BARBER
197 MAIN ST.
A Bates Tradition
skating rink?
Sign
of
Big
Chime
Clock
... PRINTING ...
FOR
Snow shoeing took the place of hik- OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY
Quality
- Better Than Good
JEWELERS
ing in the winter?
EDS AND CO-EDS
80 Lisbon St. - Lewiston, Me.
Service - Excellent
WITH
OUR
QUALITY
FOOD
LEWISTON
MAINE
SAY
IT
WITH
ICE
CREAM
The hare and hound chase was a
CHASE HALL
165 MIDDLE ST. - PORTLAND. ME.
feature even then of each fall sea
son, and Mayday was celebrated with
a May queen, attendants, and a MayTHE BLUE LINE
"Hayes Eats In His Own Diner"
pole?
Lewlaton - Humford - F«nnl»ato»
The bulletin board in Rand Hall Lv. UEWI9TOW
ELM STREET
7i45ll.ni., 10:05 n.m- 1:30 p.m., 5:00 p.m.
was erected in 1915?
Bates 1904
The first meeting of the new board LT. Ill Ml'OllI)
Opp. Sun-Journal - Tel. 1440 - Lewiston, Me.
was a camp supper, a forerunner of 7 ::t5 ii.ni., 9 155 a.m.. 1120 p.m.. -1:511 p.m.
Lv. KARMIHGTON
the present Thorncrag parly?
7iS3 a.m.. 9i63 ■•■«., Iil8 p.m., 4:48 p.m
They had eleven on a Volley ball
team rather than nine?
RVTU C*T \ U If Registered Druggist
The girls paid for their own tennis
Compliments of
• W • V>l_/r\.I\.JV Pure r^p, and Medicines
courts ?
Baseball games were played off
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
every spring?
Corner
Bate
and
Main
Streets
LEWISTON,
MAINE
Meetings of the board were often
9
AUBURN
LEWISTON
called at six-fifteen in the morning?
And all this was only 1914?

Although the football season is a
thing of the past, a study of the statistics of the Bates games this season
shows that Coach Dave Morey's
eleven had some very strong spots in
both the State Series and the outside
games with Holy Cross. Arnold, and
New Hampshire.
Although a team is judged by the
number of touchdowns scored by them
and against them, they would say that
Bates 76, Opponents 100 was not very
good' As we are heading all the time
for the State Series we find Bates 50.
Opponents 46.
A good criterion of comparison is
the number of first downs. Here long
runs are not taken into consideration. The official had the opportunity
to wave the lines down the field 6times for Bates and 69 times for the
opponents. In the State games with
a bad dav in this department at Maine
we find the Garnet with 30 and 44 for
the total of the Mules and Bears.
Even with the net yardage of Holy

Cross 433 to Bates 48 the year's total
shows 902 to 832 in favor of the visi
tors. The State Series was one-sided
in this department for the home team.
513-325 is a good showing.
As the Bates attack was based upon
power plays, the passing statistics
might be expected. With Maine leading with 298 yards gained this way,
the total for the year was opponents
540 to 298- 216 of the 298 were gained
in the State Series while the opposi
tion caught passes for a net gam of
348. To gain this total the quarterback in "the huddle called for a pass
54 times while Hutchinson and Morin
only called the signal 25 times. The
opposition was successful in making
complete passes exactly half the time
while the Bates ends and backs ran
with a completed pass twice out of
every 5 attempted in the State Series.
Bates' passes were intercepted 8 times
while Bates players raced 6 times
with intercepted throws.
—S. L.

SPORTS SHOTS

Basketball Tips
Demonstrated By
"Chuck" Taylor

~f

Junior Men Will
Earl Zeigler, '40
Be Given Physical
Wins Ping-Pong
Throne At Chase Exams This Week

Frosh Track
Team Strong

MERRILL & WERBER

'35.

BILL

Purity Restaurant

Geo. V. Turgeon Co.

Barnstone- Osgood

GEORGE A. ROSS

HAYES' DINER

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
. LEWISTON, MAINE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

\'
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IN THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Thurs., Fri., Sat. - Dec 10, 11, 12
Mae West in "Go West Young
Man."
Mon., Tues., Wed. - Dec. 14, 15, 16
"Born to Dance" with Eleanor
Powell. James Stewart. Sid Silvers, Una MerkelAUBURN
Thurs., Fri., Sat. - Dec 10, 11. 12
"Hideaway Girl" with Martha
Raye. Shirley Ross. Robert Cummings; "Whackey Family", comedy; Movietone News.
On the Stage; Five acts of
vaudeville.
Mon.. Tues., Wed. Dec 14, 15, 16
"Sworn Enemy" with Robert
Young, Florence Rice. Nat Pendleton. Lewis Stone; comedy; sports
reel; Movietone news-

Compliments of

TUFTS
BROTHERS
Printing Specialists
Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

LEWISTON

The College Store
is for
BATES STUDENTS

Meet Professor Crafts
Professor Seldon T. Crafts made up
for his first reluctance to being interviewed by calling at the reporter's
"dorm", and granting her an hour of
his time to get the story. (Incidently, he also played a very nice piano
selection for her.)
Born at Arajierst, Nova Scotia, Professor Crafts came to New England
when he was quite young, and has
spent a good deal of his life in this section. He studied music under E- W.
Hanscom of Auburn, Frank L. Rankin of Portland, and Everette Truette
and George Lowell Tracy of Boston.
Professor Crafts besides being Director of Music at Bates, teaches" piano
and organ, and is the organist for the
State Street Church in PortlandFavorite Composers
Beethoven and Wagner, Professor
Crafts' favorite composers, Beethoven's Fifth Symphony and the First
Symphony of Brahm. his favorite selections. Plays the pipe organ and
piano. Dislikes "hot jazz," but enjoys modern compositions like "Rhapsody in Blue." Would rather direct
music than play it. Says Bates has
more musical organizations than any
other Maine college, and that It also
has the best band. Tries to give musical advantages to as many students
as possible by keeping the music organizations open to a large number.
Would like to see more good music
on campus, and better appreciation of
it by the students. . Wishes the choir
might receive more considerationHis main pastimes are reading, talking, and riding on the "Figure 8" Has
a fondness for historical novels of

.Scott and Dumas. Likes all £™»«J
drama. Relishes a nice dish of broiled
scrod. His pet peeve: student's who
talk when the choir is singing^an^anthem. Was disappointed in the past
election: thinks Roosevelt needs a
"brake." (Original pun with I rot.
Crafts, the reporter deserves no
glory(?) for it)
Has two children, a married daughter, and a son who is a technical assistant in the Research Department at
Medical Center. Columbia Lniversity.
(Both went to Bates.) Considers college atmosphere good for older people because it keeps them out of a

All Kinds of Shoe Repairing
COLLEGE STREET

M. Mandelstam

SHOE HOSPITAL

The College Jeweler

67 College St.

NOW LOCATED AT
113 MAIN ST.

Lewiston, Me.

JAMES P. MURPHY CO.
INC.

A FULL LINE OF JEWELRY
Also Repairing of the
Best Kind

Lewiston Monumental Works

Special Discount for Students

6-10 Bates Street
Lewiston
Telephone 4634- R

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
Auburn, Me.

Tel. 2310

Agent
GEO. CHAMBERLAIN, '37

Milliken Madcaps Rouse East
Parker With Early Revelries

New Constitution For All Classes Now Official

[Continued from Fag* On«l
duties at the beginning of the first
Article 1. Name
with the exception of the
The name of this organization shall semester,
officers of the Freshman Class, who
Wha
be the Class of
Bates College.
t; Those Milliken Madcaps
ing of hamburgers (rare), roastshall assume their duties immediately
Article 2. Membership
of '39 again? Twelve very silent
ed rolls, and coffee flavored with
upon election.
All persons in good academic standfrozen cream, sugar, and twigs,
forms slunk from their various
Article 6. Duties of Officers
ing who entered with the Class of
Sec. 1. The President shall preside
dorms! at 51.30 A. M-. Sunday,
was devoured by these fire-mak.... or who may transfer to the Class at all meetings and shall perform the
ing and culinary experts. They
December 6, and hiked out to Pole
of .... are considered members.
duties ordinarily resident in this ofreturned homeward triumphantly,
Hill for a grand reunion.
Article 3. Suffrage and Eligibility
fice. He shall exercise discretionary
bearing their trophies before
to Office
Starting before dawn,, the bust
power and shall appoint all officers
them—black pans, a banner made
All members of the class shall be and committees not otherwise stipu
year's Freshmen of Milliken enentitled to vote at all meetings and to lated by this constitution.
of a coffee-soaked rag, and a
thusiastically entertained themhold office.
Sec. 2. The Vice-President shall asrusty fire-pail—to meet the "pho
selves and the world in general
Article 4. Officers
sist the President in his duties and
tographer"
on
Cheney
lawn.
(East Parker in particular, to the
The officers of this organization shal' in his absence act in his stead.
Those guilty of disturbing the
tune of a stern "Quiet!" from a
shall be a president, vice-president,
Sec. 3. The Secretary shall record
Sabbath
peace
were:
Helen
Cary,
secretary, student treasurer, and fac- the minutes of all meetings. He shall
dark window) with songs and
ulty treasurer.
be the custodian of the records and
Luella Manter, Dorothy Adler,
gaiety. Though the promised
Article 5. Nominations and Elections documents of the class. In the abRuth Brown. Pearline Paradis,
moonset and sunrise did not oc
Sec. 1. At a meeting called by at sence of both the president and viceRoslyn MacNish, Lois Philbrick.
cur, it was voted to ignore the
least
three days' notice for the ex- president, he shall preside at meetPriscilla MacElroy, Helen Martifact. An eight-quart pail of hot
press purpose of nominating officers, ings.
kainen. Hope Flanders, Dorothy
Sec. 4- The Student Treasurer shall
each member present ghall write the
water was obtained from a lonely
Weeks, and Ruth Bobbins, all of
names "of three candidates for each arrange with the Bursar for the col
farmhouse. A breakfast consist'39.
office on a ballot. Two tellers ap- lection of such class dues as provided
pointed by the president of the class, in Article 7. He shall receive all
aided by the presidents of the Student monies and funds of the class and turn
rut. Likes Bates students on the
Council and the Women's Student them over to the Faculty Treasurer.
whole very much. Is pleased that Bates
Government Association, shall then be He shal! also be the treasurer of all
is democratic and does not draw a
responsible for counting these ballots committees conducting enterprises in
snobbish class of students. Believers
and selecting the three highest candi- the class. Before an event takes place,
that there should be somewhat of a
The annual Christmas Vesper Ser- dates for each office. In case one par- he shall be furnished with a budget
distinction in the professor-student reiationsnip inside of c!ass and out A vice will take place in the Chapel son is among the three candidates for covering receipts and expenditures
sense of responsibility, one of the Sunday afternoon, December 13, at two or more offices, he shall decide and his approval, as well as that of
traits he likes to see in people; snob- 4.30- According to the custom, the which office he chooses to run for. In the faculty treasurer, must be obbishness, a trait he dislikes. His pre- program will consist largely of music. case of a tie for the third position, tained. After the affair has taken
dominant ambition is to hear more The Christmas meditation will be de- both persons shall be placed on the place, a written report shall be
rendered to the student
good music. His philosophy: "live, livered by Rev. John F- Stearns of ballot. Then, at a second meeting, promptly
and let live." (Takes off his glasses the High Street Congregational due notice having been given by the treasurer by the chairman of the comand twirls them vehemently when he Church of Auburn. The program is posting of the results of the prelimi- mittee in charge.
Sec. 5- The Faculty Treasurer, who
becomes
particularly
enthusiastic in charge of the Commission on Reli- nary nominations for at least three
about the subject on which he is talk- gion, under the leadership of Val Wil- days, the members present shall shall be the chairman of the Facultyson "38. Edward Howard '38 will be choose by plurality vote the two final Committee on Audit of Student Acing.)
counts, or someone nominated by him,
the organist. Musical numbers on nominees for each office.
—E. K- '37.
the program will be:
Sec. 2. The Student Council is em- shall receive from the Student Treaspowered to conduct the first election urer all the monies and funds of the
Prelude:
Pastorale
Harris of officers of the class, in accord witK class and shall disburse them subject
Andante
Heins the provisions for nominations made to the authorization of the class. He
Largo from "Xerxes" .... Handel in Sec. 1. said election to be held at shal! furnish the class an itemized ac
'Til Christmas
the end of the tenth week of the first count of its finances annually, or
1. Two Chorales:
whenever required.
Break Forth. O Beauteous Heavenly semester.
Light
J. S. Bach
Sec. 3. The election of officers for
Article 7- Finance
Beside Thy Cradle
J. S. Bach the Sophomore, Junior, and Senior
An annual tax of one dollar sha'l
Smart Reasonable Gifts
2. Holy Angels Singing—Old Russian Classes shall be held as part of the be levied upon each member 'of the
Toys - Games - Cards
Anthem
arr. by Dickinson All-College Elections conducted by the class, the same to be collected on the
8. We Three Kings—Old Provencal,
Student Council and the Women's Stu- semester bills.
arr. by Dickinson dent Government Association, and in
Article 8. Meetings
4. Sleep. My Jesus. Sleep—Old Dutch accordance with the regulations preSec. 1- Special meetings of the cla?s
Lullaby
arr- by Dickinson scribed by these bodies and by this may be called by the President or
constitution.
272 Main St, Lewiston
Choral Society
upon the written request of ten memSec. 4. Officers shall assume their bers of the class. Notice of such meetPostlude—Jubilate Deo
Silver
ings shall be posted upon the student
bulletin board at least two days before the proposed date of the meeting.
Sec. 2. One-fourth of the members
listed in the class shall constitute a
quorum. The Chapel seating list shal!
be used as a roll of the membersArticle 9. Rules of Order
Roberts' Rules of Order shall be
the parliamentary guide of the class.
Article 10. Adoption
This constitution shall become effective upon the approval of two-thirds
from the Carolinas, Georgia, Kentucky,
of the members present.
Article 11. Amendments
Maryland and Virginia—there's aplenty
This constitution may be amended
by a two-thirds vote of the class at
of the best in Chesterfield.
any legal meeting, notice of said
amendment having been included in
the written call for the meeting.

Christmas Vespers To
Be Held Next Sunday

OPEN EVENINGS

SMILING COW

... out of the

orn of Plenty

.. . mild ripe tobaccos

aromatic tobaccos

from Turkey and Greece — and plenty
to make Chesterfields taste better—and
different.

Pleasing taste and aroma, refreshing
mildness—Chesterfields are chockfull of the good things you enjoy

Call 4040
For Real Courteous Taxi Service
Lewiston, Maine
DROP INTO

The Quality Shop
Featuring

Hamburg Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Toasted Sandwiches
Have You Tried Our Silox Coffee?
143 COLLEGE STREET
3 minutes from Campus
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.

Lewiston Shoe Hospital
7 SABATTUS STREET
Prime Taps and Heels
$1.25
Superior Work
All Sewing Jobs and Shoe Laces Free
All Students Entitled to Free Shines
During School Season

College
Pharmacy
Where The Bobcats Meet
LUNCHEONETTE
AND
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

.. .for the good things
smoking can give you

...enjoy Chesterfields
Cupyright 1936. UOBSTT * Mwu TOBACCO CO.

The
Auburn
News

